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The Mission of SIR is to Improve the Lives of Our Members Through Fun Activities and Events—While Making Friends For Life

Live Longer, Live Happier, Join SIR!
www.WeAreSIR.com
www.sirinc.org
October 16, 2020
We’re in the last quarter of 2020, and I’m sure you, like I will be glad to see it go. Hopefully
2021 will bring a better health situation and fewer disasters like our burning forests. Although
our SIR’s activities have been slowed, there are still a number of happenings to report; they will position us to
come out of the Pandemic even stronger than when we came in.
2020 Annual Meeting and the Follow-On Town Hall Meeting
On August 19 we held the first ever (but certainly not the last) ZOOM State Annual Meeting followed by our
second 2020 Town Hall Meeting. The events were judged to be either highly successful or largely successful by
90 percent of our participants! Congratulations to the behind the scenes technical team that did all the heavy
lifting. For all their efforts they received a 20 percent bonus.
The first major order of business was to elect the SIR State 2021 Officers – they are:
President, Jim Johnson
Vice President, Stu Williams
Secretary, Ron Flagel
Treasurer, Roy Hodgkinson
Chief Administration Officer, Dean Steichen
Assistant Secretary, Dale Decker
Assistant Treasurer, Ron Saltgaver
Congratulation to all of you, and thank you for your continued dedication and service to SIR.
Another key purpose of the Annual Meeting is to vote on new and revised Bylaws. Dale Decker, our State
Policy and Procedure Chairman, led us through the effort, and all were passed with either a unanimous or near
unanimous vote.
The meeting concluded with Roy Hodgkinson, our State Treasurer updating the attendees with our year to
date financial results and COVID 19’s potential impact on SIR membership and finances.
Immediately after adjourning the Annual Meeting, the Town Hall Meeting was called to order. It began with a
presentation by our consultant, Mary Odbert, Principal of MCO Associates, on the subject of building SIR’s
public image and marketing efforts. Yes, we finally admitted that we needed outside help to provide us plans,
ideas and recommendations to accomplish those two efforts which have eluded us for years.
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SIR State President continued
After the consultant’s report, I covered recommendations that the study provided that did not fit into the public
image and marketing basket. Lastly, I reviewed the results from the All-SIR survey that was recently completed.
It would take more Happenings space than I’m allowed to even hit the high points of these remarks. I suggest
that the readers open sirinc.org, and enter the following link:
https://sirinc.org/uploads/statemeetingotherdocuments/August-2020-Town-Hall-MtgSlides.pdf, Once there, you will find the Town Hall Meeting slides, and they will give you a more complete
picture of the material covered.
State Board Meeting on August 26, 2020 and Continued on September 10, 2020
Shortly after the Annual Meeting a State Board meeting was held largely to decide what actions to take on the
fifteen or so recommendations that were generated by our consultant’s study. I highly recommend that you
review the minutes of that meeting on sirinc.org entering the following link:
https://sirinc.org/uploads/statemeetingminutes/MinutesStateBoardDraft_20200826_202009
08.pdf.
The Board approved in concept, the taking of action on almost all of the recommendations. The holdup is
primarily financial with a second issue being manpower. Rick Kindle, our Director of Region 2, has accepted
the role of Task Force leader, and he will be ably assisted by Dave Gonzales, our incoming Director of Region
1.
Our 2021 State budget has recommended an allocation of $10,500 in continuing consulting fees to implement
the highest priority recommendations. Unfortunately, that’s about a third of the total projected cost, but as of
now, that’s the maximum the Board can allocate given the uncertainty of 2021’s revenue from member
assessments. Those of you who know and have had contact with Rick and Dave will confirm they will get the
maximum mileage from this investment.
UCSF/SIR Survey Collaboration
Our collaboration efforts with UCSF can bring great benefits to SIR, and one of our responsibilities is to
occasionally provide them with attitudinal information from our members. We ran a second UCSF/SIR
Survey in late September and of the 10,000 surveys emailed to our members only 1359 chose to take the fifteen
minutes to participate.
This response is personally embarrassing to me and to SIR, and frankly, it damages the valuable collaboration
we are working to build. To those of you who responded, a heartfelt THANK YOU. I will be asking the Board
for its thoughts about re-running the survey to add participant data.
Coming Attractions
Items we will be dealing with through the end of 2020 include:
Working to get a handle on what impact COVID 19 and the associated lockdowns and social distancing will
have on SIR total membership numbers, as well as Branch leadership and Branch general health
Determining what impact COVID 19 will have on our greatest SIR State expenditure, our insurance, and
approving a State budget and the associated Branch assessments to support it
Developing actions to allay Branch closures due to the Branch inability to find leaders to fill the Big and Little
Sir positions
Investigating the possibility of Branches collecting members’ dues through the use of credit cards and Paypal
Developing and presenting training to Branch leaders in the November time frame
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SIR State President continued
Providing Branches with suggestions on how to restart the luncheon program now that facilities are beginning
to open, and a few Branches are meeting
Benson’s Swan Song
My term as President ends on December 31 as does my ten years of State involvement and leadership. In
some cases, it has been frustrating and disappointing and in others motivating and satisfying. Right now, I am
looking forward to pulling back, helping my Branch, leading my Branch activities and enjoying some time off.
Thank you for the confidence you placed in me by electing me Vice President and then President of our
wonderful organization.
Best regards, and stay safe,
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SIR Infosys Meeting 9/29/2020

Just in case anyone was curious about the tasks of the SIR Infosys Committee—take a look. The items below were discussed at
our February meeting and a follow-up was done at our meeting of September 29th. SIR has two state websites:
https://sirinc.org/ and https://www.wearesir.com/. Not only that, most SIR Branches have their own web site. The Infosys
Committee coordinates, maintains and updates this technology structure in order to provide all Sir Members with up-to-date information for both individual and Branch functions.
INFOSYS Tasks from 2/29/20 Mtg
ITEM
Post Jan. 30, 2020, State Board Mtg Minutes
RD/AG & Branch Training webpage
Ideas, Tools & Examples webpage
Update Travel Handbook
Constant Contact Write-Up
Remove Branch Website Model
Update Write-up on Develop Br. Websites
Update Branch Locations Map
Update WeAreSIR JOIN text with City & Activities
Add Link to WeAreSIR to SIRINC.ORG
New SIRINC website prototype
Monitor Question email from sirinc.org
Update out-of-date items on sirinc.org
Password Protect State Treasurer Report
Move SIR Database to SIRINC3.ORG
Document Emergency Maintenance for SIRINC.ORG
Add RAMP members to Branch Data Sheets
Create State page like Branch Data Sheets
Update Policy & Procedure Manual
Update Form 9 Letter
Update Form 59B footer
Develop Survey Test for Form 6
Update Logo on Certificates
Explore Commercial Packages for some admin.
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Branch 1 San Mateo

Note Branch 1 produces a 20 page newsletter! I have only included a few of the pages. I apologize for not
including more from their informative newsletter. Jerry Sabo (Happenings Editor)
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Branch 1 San Mateo
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Branch 1 San Mateo
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Branch 17 Santa Rosa
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Branch 17 Santa Rosa
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Branch 17 Santa Rosa
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Folsom Branch 49

Sir Dan Freeman died on Wednesday, August 26th of a
heart attack. Dan was 92 at the time of his death, and
had been a member of Branch 49 since November of
1999.
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Folsom Branch 49
2020 was the strangest year ever. And it was the most challenging.
I would like to thank Ed Nishio, Tim Hammon, and Jack Dube for working extra hard to make
this season a success.
Unfortunately, it does not appear likely that we will have our normal end of the year awards
luncheon. We will announce all of the winners online and awards will be given out at future tournaments. (or mailed out)
Currently, the race for player of the year is very close. Chuck Bradshaw has a narrow lead over Jim Miller and
Warren Myers. When we determine the winner, we don’t want this to be a second Ironman contest. The Player
of the year must compete in a majority of the tournaments and they must play well in all of them. After the last
tournament at Timber Creek, we will have played 22 tournaments. The person that accrues the most points in
their best 20 tournaments will be crowned Player of the Year. Good Luck.
In the Ironman competition, we have 7 players that have competed in all 18 tournaments that we have played.
We are going to award prize money to all of the players that will have competed in all 22 of our tournaments.
Last week we played at Cameron Park Country Club. It is a beautiful course, it is in excellent condition, and the
greens are really fast. If you were unfortunate enough to end up with a downhill putt, it was virtually impossible
to stop the ball. I had an unfortunately incident. One hole had a 90 degree dog leg right. I did not hit my drive
far enough, I had a shot, but had to keep it low under some trees. I hit a good shot, it was bouncing along on a good line
that was going straight toward the green. However, a flock of turkeys landed just as I was hitting and my ball hit one of the turkeys
and stopped well short of the green. I think I should be awarded a birdie on that hole. I will ask the rules guy. Steve Sims followed me. And, even though I showed him what not to do, he hit the same shot and hit a different Turkey.
In the A flight, Frank Haener edged out Chuck Bradshaw and Robert Hedges.
In the B flight, Sil DeLeon edged out Steve Sims
In the C flight, Bill Bertsch was the winner.
In D flight, Ed Puchi was the winner.
I will be sending out information about our winter season shortly.
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Branch 59 Fremont
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Branch 59 Fremont
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Branch 62 Sunnyvale
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Branch 62 Sunnyvale

Screen shot of our September Zoom Lunch Meeting
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Branch 98 Roseville/Rocklin
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Branch 98 Roseville/Rocklin
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Livermore Branch 101
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Livermore Branch 101
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Stanislaus Branch 103
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Stanislaus Branch 103
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Chico Branch 110
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Chico Branch 110
A Potential Source of Renewable Energy
By Greg Sanger
Mr. Sanger is a member of SIR Branch 84 and is a contributor to their newsletter. He is a
former Chico airport commissioner and is the leader of JetChico, which is a non-profit
private-public collaboration with the goal of bringing reliable, convenient and efficient
commercial jet service to Chico
We often talk of alternative sources of energy (solar, wind, geothermal and wave, to name a few) as being renewable and clean environmentally. We all know that this is partially true. It seems clear that the future of
ground transportation will eventually be dominated by electrically powered vehicles, some autonomous, some
not, all of which is great. The problem here is air travel and sea travel. No Boeing 767, or any other passenger or cargo liner, is going to cross the Atlantic or the Pacific using battery power. “It just ain’t in the
cards.” Commercial jets use JP-1 for fuel, commonly known as kerosene*. Airliners like these normally use
~6,000 lbs. of kerosene per hour of flight and generate some ~19,000 lbs. of CO2 in the process, an environmental disaster. Now, suppose somebody developed a technology that could turn that atmospheric carbon
back into liquid kerosene? Well, someone has. A dude by the name of Aldo Steinfeld at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, has developed a solar powered (heliostat based) refinery that uses cerium oxide (commonly found in the earth’s crust and reusable in this application) to make kerosene. Using solar heating,
cerium oxide is heated to 2,700 degrees F where it gives off its oxygen into the atmosphere. After this, and as
the reactor cools, air including its’ water vapor, is injected into the reactor where the cerium sucks back the
oxygen and the added CO2 leaving a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide called “syngas”. This syngas is sent to a subsequent reactor where molecules of liquid kerosene are produced likely using Fischer–
Tropsch technology. This means that kerosene is being made from atmospheric CO2, obviously one of the
worst greenhouse gasses. Again, the only by-product is oxygen. Here’s one way to look at this. Kerosene is
used by commercial airliners that send you on your vacation to Europe. The plane uses kerosene manufactured from the CO2 in the atmosphere and re-releases it back into the atmosphere. This atmospheric CO2 is
then accumulated by a solar refinery where it is converted back to kerosene with only oxygen as a by-product. The bottom line here is that the carbon footprint of commercial airline and cargo service could be
zero, yeah zero. OK, there are a couple of small problems. The first is that this kerosene would currently cost
about $9 per gallon. But, though mass production and improvements in the process could get it close to the
current cost of $5.50* per petrochemical gallon. Also, one would have to have a solar refinery about the size
of Illinois to manufacture enough kerosene to supply all the aircraft in the air today. This would obviously be
distributed around the globe but still, a lot of solar collector. Sounds ridiculous? Only if you don’t understand that solutions such as this and at this magnitude are needed to get global climate change back under
control. Can we do it? Yes, but will we?
*Editors Note: Jet fuel is actually more refined kerosene. As of September 7, 2020 the average price of kerosene around the world was $2.55 per gallon while jet fuel, depending on grade and location could be well
over $5.00 per gallon.
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Chico Branch 110
TWO STORIES October 2020 By Dave Rush and Greg Sanger Sometimes a story or two comes along that
is just too good not to share with everybody. These two stories, which were forwarded by Dave's neighbor, are
very powerful and worth the time you will spend reading them. As both are true in essential details, they lead
the reader to some enlightenment and alternative perspective on subjects that we think we know about. I
hope you enjoy them as much as we did. STORY ONE Many years ago, Al Capone virtually owned Chicago.
Capone wasn't famous for anything heroic. He was notorious for enmeshing the windy city in everything from
bootlegged booze and prostitution to murder. Capone had a lawyer nicknamed "Easy Eddie." He was Capone's lawyer for a good reason. Eddie was very good! In fact, Eddie's skill at legal maneuvering kept Big Al
out of jail for a long time. To show his appreciation, Capone paid him very well. Not only was the money big,
but Eddie got special dividends, as well. For instance, he and his family occupied a fenced-in mansion with
live-in help and all the conveniences of the day. The estate was so large that it filled an entire Chicago City
block. Eddie lived the high life of the Chicago mob and gave little consideration to the atrocity that went on
around him.
Eddie did have one soft spot, however. He had a son that he loved dearly. Eddie saw to it that his young son
had clothes, cars, and a good education. Nothing was withheld. Price was no object. Despite his involvement
with organized crime, Eddie even tried to teach him right from wrong.
Eddie wanted his son to be a better man than he was. Yet, with all his wealth and influence, there were two
things he couldn't give his son; he couldn't pass on a good name or a good example. One day, Easy Eddie
reached a difficult decision. Easy Eddie wanted to rectify wrongs he had done, so he decided he would go to
the authorities and tell the truth about Al "Scarface" Capone, clean up his tarnished name, and offer his son
some resemblance of integrity. To do this, he would have to testify against The Mob, and he knew that the
cost would be great. So, he testified. Within the year, Easy Eddie's life ended in a blaze of gunfire on a lonely
Chicago Street. But in his eyes, he had given his son the greatest gift he had to offer, at the greatest price he
could ever pay. Police removed from his pockets a rosary, a crucifix, a religious medallion, and a poem clipped
from a magazine. The poem read: "The clock of life is wound but once, and no man has the power to tell just
when the hands will stop, at late or early hour. Now is the only time you own. Live, love, toil with a will. Place
no faith in time. For the clock may soon be still."
STORY TWO World War II produced many heroes. One such man was Lieutenant Commander Butch
O'Hare. He was a fighter pilot assigned to the aircraft carrier Lexington in the South Pacific. One day his entire squadron was sent on a mission. After he was airborne, he looked at his fuel gauge and realized that
someone had forgotten to top off his fuel tanks. He would not have enough fuel to complete his mission and
get back to his ship. His flight leader told him to return to the carrier. Reluctantly, he dropped out of formation and headed back to the fleet. As he was returning to the mother ship, he saw something that turned his
blood cold; a squadron of Japanese aircraft was speeding its way toward the American fleet. The American
fighters were gone on a sortie, and the fleet was all but defenseless. He couldn't reach his squadron and bring
them back in time to save the fleet. Nor could he warn the fleet of the approaching danger. There was only
one thing to do. He must somehow divert them from the fleet. Laying aside all thoughts of personal safety, he
dove into the formation of Japanese planes. Wing-mounted 50 caliber's blazed as he charged in, attacking one
surprised enemy plane and then another. Butch wove in and out of the now broken formation and fired at as
many planes as possible until all his ammunition was finally spent. Undaunted, he continued the assault. He
dove at the planes, trying to clip a wing or tail in hopes of damaging as many enemy planes as possible, rendering them unfit to fly. Finally, the exasperated Japanese squadron took off in another direction. Deeply re-
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Chico Branch 110
lieved, Butch O'Hare and his tattered fighter limped back to the carrier. Upon arrival, he reported in and
related the event surrounding his return. The film from the gun-camera mounted on his plane told the tale.
It showed the extent of Butch's daring attempt to protect his fleet. He had, in fact, destroyed five enemy aircraft. This took place on February 20, 1942, and for that action Butch became the Navy's first Ace of WW
II, and the first Naval Aviator to win the Medal of Honor. A year later Butch was killed in aerial combat at
the age of 29. His hometown would not allow the memory of this WW II hero to fade, and today, O'Hare
airport in Chicago is named in tribute to the courage of this great man. So, the next time you find yourself
at O'Hare International, give some thought to visiting Butch's memorial displaying his statue and his Medal
of Honor. It's located between Terminals 1 and 2. SO, WHAT DO THESE TWO STORIES HAVE TO
DO WITH EACH OTHER? Butch O'Hare was "Easy Eddie's" son.

September 17, 1970: The Flip Wilson Show premiered on NBC as the first TV variety show
to be hosted by an African-American, comedian Clerow "Flip" Wilson. During its first two
seasons, its Nielsen ratings made it the nation's second most watched show.
September 21, 1970: Monday Night Football made its debut on ABC, bringing a prime time
NFL game to American audiences on a regular basis for the first time. In the opening show,
the Cleveland Browns defeated the New York Jets, 31–21, in front of more than 85,000 fans at Cleveland
Stadium.
October 21, 1970:
John T. Scopes died of cancer at age 70.
John T Scopes was the young school teacher caught up in the infamous 1925 "Monkey Trial" over the
teaching of evolution in Tennessee.
In 1925 Tennessee had passed the Butler Act, prohibiting any teaching that denied the divine right of God.
However, the state required teachers to use the assigned textbook, Hunter's Civic Biology (1914), which included a chapter on evolution. The American Civil Liberties Union ask Scopes to be the test case in court.
William Jennings Bryan was the lead prosecutor and Clarence Darrow led the defense. Scopes was eventually found guilty and fined $100 (Roughly $1,460 in 2020). On appeal the State Supreme Court acquitted
Scopes on a technicality. The trial did much to publicize the theory of evolution in America. The Butler Act
itself wasn't appealed until 1967. Scopes disliked the publicity and eventually left teaching to work in the oil
industry.
October 30, 1970:
Amtrak, the National Railroad Passenger Corporation, was created as an independent, government-subsidized corporation to revitalize public train travel.
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Branch 152—Arnold
NORTHWEST PASSAGE - Dave Baugher

T

he dogwoods and maples planted at our house showed their fall hues as
we pulled into the driveway. When we had left three weeks earlier, the
yards and trees were still in their verdant green hues of the forests. The adventure was a long road trip up into the northwest areas of our country to check
out some remote sections of Washington State. You might ask, “Didn’t Dave
just hike across the Oregon State, so what’s he up to now?” Well, let me clarify
it for you.
T

During July, I hiked along Oregon’s stretch of the Pacific Crest Trail from the California
border, near Ashland, to the Oregon/Washington border at the Bridge of the Gods on the Columbia River. In
previous years, Luann and I had traversed Oregon, stopping at those locations where the PCT comes close to
roads, towns, forests, and parklands. These trips allowed us to see those areas before I was to backpack through
them in the future. Our September trip was a similar familiarization venture. Washington was a fascinating
state with volcanos and endless forests. Here are some of the highlights from the trip:
•

Cascade Locks is a city that took its name from a set of locks built to improve navigation past the Cascade
Rapids of the Columbia River in 1895. The town is just upstream from the Bridge of the Gods, a unique
bridge that spans the Columbia River. Cascade Locks is used frequently by hikers along the Pacific Crest
Trail (PCT) to cross the Columbia River. Here we spent a morning successfully fishing for king salmon in
the Columbia River, bringing three back to camp.

•

Mount St. Helens is most notorious for its major eruption on May 18, 1980, the deadliest and most economically destructive volcanic event in U.S. history. We took a 12- mile hike around the mouth of the horseshoe crater, even encountering a herd of mountain goats! The volcano is easily seen from the PCT as it
meanders by to the east.

•

Mount Rainier National Park is about 59 miles south-southeast of Seattle. With a summit elevation of
14,411 ft, it is the highest mountain in the state of Washington. Due to its high probability of an eruption in
the near future, Mt. Rainier is considered one of the most dangerous volcanoes in the world. With 26 major
glaciers and 36 sq miles of permanent snowfields and glaciers, Mount Rainier is the most heavily glaciated
peak in the lower 48 states. The PCT goes through the park on the eastern side, though Luann and I hiked
the Skyline Trail on the southern flank. Undoubtedly one of the most beautiful areas I have seen during my
travels.

•

Stehekin is a remote small town located at the northwest end of Lake Chelan. The name “Stehekin” comes
from a Native American (American Salishan) word meaning “the way through.” It is reachable by passenger ferry (the Lady of the Lake), but there is no road access to the town. Stehekin is accessable from
Washington Pass via the Pacific Crest trail, and this will be the last civilization for the hiker until finishing
the journey at the U.S./Canadian Border.

What’s next? Well, October usually finds me up in our local woods looking for mushrooms and
fishing the cooling lakes. These trips take me into some fascinating areas steeped with local history,
especially where there are early homesteads still standing here in Calaveras and Alpine Counties.
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Lake Tahoe Branch 160

Big Sir’s Salutations.
Dear fellow brothers of SIR,
This is a story of 30-year-old
friends who had a reunion and
were discussing where they
should go for dinner. Somebody suggested that they
meet at the Glowing Embers Restaurant because the
waiters and waitresses there are young and beautiful.
They all agreed. Fifteen years later, at 45 years of age,
they met and discussed again where they should have
dinner. Somebody suggested the Glowing Embers because the food and wine selection there are very good.
They all agreed.
Another fifteen years later at 60 years of age, they
once again discussed where to meet. Somebody suggested the Glowing Embers because you can eat there
in peace and quiet and the restaurant is smoke free.
They all agreed. Another fifteen years later, at the age
of 75, the group discussed again where they should
meet. Somebody suggested that they should meet at
the Glowing Embers because the restaurant is physical accessible and they even have an elevator. They all
agreed.
Finally, fifteen years later at the age of 90, the same
group of friends discussed one more time where they
should meet for dinner. Somebody suggested that they
should meet at the Glowing Embers because they had
never been there before. And they all agreed.
Since our August meeting at the Mormon Station
seemed to go well and we were able to social distance,
our meeting on September 28th will be there again. I
look forward to seeing all of you.
I pray everyone is doing well and “weathering the
storm!”
Kind regards,
Jim
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Bakersfield Branch 163
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Bakersfield Branch 163
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Gateway Branch 169
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Fresno Branch 175
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Fresno Branch 175
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Windsor Branch 176
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Windsor Branch 176
Little SIR – Frank Treanor Greetings Hope this finds you all well and in good humor. A good
laugh every day like some other bodily functions just makes you feel better. Not much to report,
playing a little golf and the Big Sir had a BEC meeting this morning via Zoom. Phil Anderson
did his usual job of accurate minutes. Any questions give one of us a call or email. Yesterday, I
did a tour of the fire zone with our Deputy Chief. Destruction in some areas is total, mostly
grass and timber land, but too many homes as well. Surprisingly, in some cases the fire spread
to homes because of the bark material used as landscaping, firefighters call it gorilla hair, embers get into it
and the fire goes where the wind takes it. Current area of interest is around Calistoga Road and Sharps Road.
Difficult terrain for dozers and firefighters and if the wind picks up front page news. Keep the firefighters and
the people effected in your prayers. The firefighters are doing a hell of a job in difficult circumstances. Attached is a picture of the cross on the mountain behind the Skyhawk and St Francis areas, it was fading away
because the person who created it had passed away, but now with the charred hill, its contrast has come back.
Be SAFE
Frank

Senior Center Activities
Link to Senior Center Newsletter
https://www.townofwindsor.com/DocumentCenter/View/24376/SEPTEMBER-2020-PDF
Activities Temporarily on Hold
Tuesday Coffee Soon – Gary Jensen
Thursday Bocce Ball - Stewart Morgan Thursday Poker
Rooster Garden
The Corn was harvested and replanted. Bean and Tomato planters are awaiting a Fava Bean cover crop planting.

We will be having coffee tomorrow 10/6 at 9am
John Crooker is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87646748143?pwd=U2ZzY0JSNkVmTUx6QmFBaWR1aFArUT09
Meeting ID: 876 4674 8143
Passcode: 953517
See you then!
John
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Consumer Tips by Sir Jim Quon
SEPTEMBER 2020 CONSUMER TIPS
NEW COVID-19

PANDEMIC DEVELOPMENTS

The Sniff Test: Guests hoping to check into any of the Velas Resorts in Mexico these days will first

have to offer up their foreheads to have their temperature taken. Then they’ll be presented with a scented sachet. It’s not a welcome gift; it’s a test. Sniff and identify: Is that garlic, coffee or citrus? The sensory check,
part of the chain’s extensive new “Stay Safe with Velas Program,” is intended to detect probable cases of
COVID-19, the hotels’ management has announced. Velas based the safety requirement on British research.
“In a recent study by King’s College, London, it was revealed that there are six distinct ‘types’ of COVID-19,
each distinguished by a particular set of symptoms,” the statement said. “Across all six types’ there was a consistent symptom: loss of smell.” Guests won’t be the only ones taking sensory tests. All employees at these Los
Cabos, Puerto Vallarta, Riviera Maya and Riviera Nayarit resorts will be required to do the same, both at home
before departing for work and upon arrival. Other stringent safety protocols are outlined in a 15-page Velas
manual based on World Health 0rganization and Mexican government standards. 1
1

Source: Valley Times, Aug. 24, 2020 edition.

Proper Face Mask Fit: We see a lot of people donning face masks but leave their nose uncovered.
This is improper. University of North Carolina found that the nose is more prone to Covid-19 infection because there are more cellular docking sites located in the nasal cavities. One professor calls the nose the “Grand
Central Station of viral infection.” Covering your nose will afford some filtration and, therefore, some protection against Covid-19 virus infection.

GENERAL CONSUMER TIPS ITEMS
Beware of “Deals!” This was seen on both TV media advertising and on a online ‘special’ just last
week: Online and on a TV ad - MY FOLDAWAY FAN by Bell & Howell. Rechargeable Fan Ultra
Lightweight Portable Compact Extendable .“ 2 payments of $19.99 + shipping & Handling. The Amazon Prime price for this very same item is just $29.95 and free shipping for Prime Members. This is a savings of
$10+
Steam Option on Washing Machines: One of the optional features on high end washing machines is a Steam Cycle meant to deep-clean and sanitize the load of clothes. Per a recent issue of Consumer
Reports, they say this is not a good option to purchase. They can use up to 600% more energy and increase the
amount of water by 18 more gallons used. Yet, for all of t hat, CR tests show no improvement in stain removal
or washing capability.
Home and Auto Cleaning Tips Google or search ‘how to clean’ basically anything, and you’ll
likely get results that suggest using distilled white vinegar. Diluted with water to about 5 percent acidity, distilled
white vinegar is hailed as a natural non-toxic cleaning marvel, killing bacteria, dissolving hard-water deposits,
and cutting through grime at a fraction of the cost of brand-name cleaning products. But don’t believe all the
hype. “There is a common perception that vinegar can clean everything, but it isn’t the catchall ingredient that
you might think it is,” says Brian Sansoni, senior vice president of communications at the American Cleaning
Institute.
Distilled white vinegar is good at descaling your coffee maker and leaving windows streak-free because “the acid
reacts with the organic chemicals in stains and dissolves them away,” explains Joe Glajch, a chemist and owner
of JLG AP Consulting in Nashua, N.H. “But just as it eats away at coffee stains, imagine it doing the same thing
to other surfaces in your home.” Here are nine instances where you should skip the vinegar and grab a different cleaning agent for the job. In most cases, that’s going to be a product formulated for that specific
purpose. For more cleaning tips (including easy, green cleaning solutions), pick up a copy of CR’s book How to
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Clean Practically Anything.

Clothes Iron: Using vinegar to clean the inside of your iron can corrode the heating element and per-

manently damage the inside of the appliance. Most steam irons have a protective coating inside the chamber, but
acid can gnaw away at that lining and then the metal parts are next. The best way to clean an iron really depends on the model you have. We spoke to Rowenta, the largest manufacturer of irons, and were told there’s no
universal method. Your best bet is to read your iron’s manual and follow the cleaning recommendations.

Countertops: If you want to keep your stone countertops looking beautiful, don’t reach for vinegar. The

acid etches and dulls natural stone such as granite, marble, and soapstone. It can make them lose their shine
and cause pitting or scarring. Instead, we recommend wiping down these types of countertops with a sponge or
dish towel dipped in mild detergent. Use only plastic scrub pads to remove stubborn spots.

Dishwashers: You may have heard that running a dishwasher with a bowl of vinegar in it will help get rid

of hard water film and lingering odors. Some people even use vinegar as a rinse aid. CR’s testers have tried it
out in our dishwasher lab to see if vinegar could remove water film. “It didn’t do a thing,” says Larry Ciufo,
head of the dishwasher lab at CR. “It was perhaps better than nothing back in the day, but there are specially
formulated dishwasher cleaners today that work really well.” Ciufo recommends using a dishwasher cleaner,
such as those from Affresh or Finish, to remove hard-water film. Not only is vinegar ineffective at getting rid of
water spots, but dishwasher manufacturers, including Electrolux and Bosch, warn that the acetic acid can eat
away at the rubber parts in dishwashers. “There are dozens of rubbers out there with different chemical compositions, some of which react with vinegar and some that do not,” says Glajch. “If you don’t know what kind
of rubber is in your appliance and the manual doesn’t say you can use vinegar, then don’t.”

Electronic Screens: Vinegar’s great at leaving windows streak-free, but never use it on an electronic

screen like that on our computer, Smartphone, tablet, vehicle touch screens or home TVs. “Vinegar can damage a
screen’s anti-glare properties and even make a touch screen less responsive,” says Antoinette Asedillo, an electronics product tester at CR. Use a soft sponge or cloth dampened with plain ole water instead. For stubborn
spots, try a solution of dish soap highly diluted with water, applied to the cloth and not to the screen itself. (As a
guideline for how much soap to use, Panasonic recommends a 100:1 ratio of water to soap.) Note: Recently, after
shopping at Trader Joe’s, I used one of their sanitizer wipes to wipe down my hands after reentering my car. Then I used it to wipe
down the controls I normally touch in the act of driving the vehicle. This included the touch screen on the Infotainment Center
Screen. This sanitizer removed a portion of the anti-glare coating on this touch screen! The resulting glare now makes the screen
more difficult to see in bright sunlight.

Flooring: Many flooring manufacturers, including Lumber Liquidators, warn against using vinegar to clean

your hardwood floors. Some will even void the warranty if there are any signs that vinegar was used. Diluted
vinegar can dissolve the finish that protects the wood and leave it looking cloudy, dull, or scratched. (The same
goes for wood furniture.) Follow the manufacturer’s cleaning recommendations or pick a cleaner that’s made
specifically for hardwood flooring. If you have stone tile flooring, you’ll want to skip the vinegar, too. See
“Countertops,” above.

Knives: You want to keep vinegar away from metals. Tools with exposed edges, like kitchen knives, are especially vulnerable. Not only can vinegar damage the finish on knives, but it can also leave the knife’s edge pitted,
warns Jim Nanni, head of appliance testing for CR. Other common metals in the kitchen that you should keep
away from vinegar include aluminum and copper. The best cleaning option is dishwashing liquid and warm
water.
Ranges: Vinegar won’t necessarily damage your range or cooktop (the metals in ranges are typically coated in

enamel and smooth cooktops are made of glass), but if it’s a greasy mess you’re looking to clean, vinegar simply
won’t cut it. “Acids make for lousy degreasers,” says Glajch. “Instead, opt for an alkaline cleaner, like ammonia
or Borax.”
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Small Appliances: The plastic and glass surfaces on most small kitchen appliances, such as blenders, coffee makers, and toasters, are safe to clean with vinegar, but you want to avoid any rubber parts or metal that
vinegar can corrode. This includes stainless steel. “There are different grades of stainless steel,” says Nanni.
“The lower-quality ones are often used for small appliances and less resistant to rusting, which can be spurred
on by acid.”
When in doubt, use diluted dishwashing soap instead. Get more advice on how to clean your small appliances.

Washing Machines: Vinegar is sometimes used as a fabric softener or for getting rid of stains and odors
in laundry, but as with dishwashers, it can damage the rubber seals and hoses in some washing machines to the
point of causing leaks. It’s a problem that Steven Grayson, owner of Foothills Appliance Service in Wilkesboro,
North Carolina, sees fairly frequently: “With continual use, vinegar can literally melt hoses, causing leaks and
thereby possibly all kinds of additional damage to the house,” says Grayson. In his experience, front-load washers
are especially susceptible to vinegar-related damage. Plus, it may not even be doing much. “Vinegar isn’t very
useful with stains that have already set into clothing, including food stains and bloodstains,” says Sansoni. Consumer Reports’ recent tests of laundry stain removers reveal products that are great at removing tough stains, and
you don’t have to worry about any of them melting the rubber in your washer. 2
2

Source: Consumer Reports, past issue

Keep Ziploc Closure Channels clean for good sealing:” Most people simply fold the top
opening over onto itself to form a rolled-over, inside out collar to avoid contamination of the sealing grooves in
the Ziploc closure while filling the Ziploc bag with wet food items or immersed in sauces and dressings. An alternative method is to take a clean plastic bag of similar size and cut it in half so that you now have two ‘bags’
with open tops and bottom on one and 3 sealed sides on the remaining bag. Cut the bottom closure of that 3sided sealed bag so it becomes open at top and bottom, as well. Now use either of those 2 cut up plastic bags to
slip into the mouth of an open Ziploc to use as a collar to protect the inside top areas of the bag you are filling
and sealing. This will ensure a clean closure strip for good sealing.
Keeping the Bottom Track Clean on Sliding Glass Doors and Wiondows: Use a
vacuum cleaner keep dirt and debris out of the bottom track. If there is debris caked or trapped in this track,
use a nylon bristle brush and a mild soap solution of dishwashing detergent to clean the track. When finished
cleaning, dry with a cotton towel to avoid attracting future dirt and debri. This is ensure smooth operation of
your sliding glass windows or doors.
Fungal Toenail Maintenance: If you have toenail fungus, hand filing of the hardened, misshapen

toenails can be a painstaking exercise. A much more efficient and faster method is to employ an electronic toenail pedicure tool that can easily and precisely grind down and smooth over any hard toenail buildup. The
Amope Splashproof Electronic Foot File Foot Spa Pedicure Tool Callous Remover-Pedi Perfect Advance 2
Speed unit. This one is from Amazon for just $20 and it works really well: https://tinyurl.com/y6eds6rz.
You will save time and have a much easier experience in the trimming of your toenails.

PERSONAL CYBER SECURITY
Phishing Attempts to secure your private information: Scam of the Week: “Are you

human?” New Attack Uses a CAPTCHA as Camouflage. Have you ever found yourself staring at a
wobbly letter trying to decide if it is an X or a Y, just to prove to a website that you’re not a
robot? This funny little test is called a CAPTCHA and it is used to help prevent automated malicious software, known as “bots”, from accessing sensitive information. Unfortunately, cybercriminals are now using CAPTCHAs as a way to make their phishing scams seem more
legitimate.
In a recent Netflix-themed attack, scammers are sending a phishing email that claims “your payment did not go
through and your account will be suspended in the next 24 hours”. To resolve the issue, you’re instructed to
click on a link in the email to update your information. If you click the link, you’re taken to a CAPTCHA page.
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Once you pass the CAPTCHA, you’re redirected to an unrelated webpage that looks like a Netflix login page.
Here you’re asked to enter your username and password, your billing address, and your credit card information.
Don’t be fooled! Anything entered here is sent directly to the cybercriminals.
Remember these tips: Phishing emails are often designed to create a sense of urgency. In this case, “your
account will be suspended in the next 24 hours”! Think before you click, the bad guys rely on impulsive clicks.
When an email asks you to log in to an account or online service, log in to your account through your browser
and not by clicking the link in the email. That way, you can ensure you’re logging into the real website and not a
phony look-alike.
Remember, anyone can create a CAPTCHA webpage, so don’t fall for this false sense of security.
Source: KnowBe4 Scam Blog

FOOD SHOPPING TIPS
Fresh Cucumbers: When shopping for fresh cucumbers, look for the plastic shrink-wrapped “English

Cucumbers.” These will be a bit higher in price but they will keep so much better without spoiling and there is
a lot less internal water because they are ‘seedless.’ They are wrapped with shrink-wrap plastic because their
skin is very thin and fragile.

Country of Origin Food Safety: Always check all food for their country of origin. By law, all food
products sold in the U.S. must state the country of origin. However, we all know that food packaging, handling,
and growing practices are not of equal safety among all nations.
• Foods to avoid from China due to poor sanitation, food/agriculture laws and packaging practices: Watermelon, Farmed Cod, Garlic, salt (heavy metals), , Rice Noodles (Unfortunately, the factories that produce rice noodles have been known to use sulfur dioxide. In theory, the chemical helps the noodles appear
“fresh”. In practice, however, sulfur dioxide has been linked with cancer. Stay away from this harmful chemical
and try to find a source for your noodles that’s a little closer to home.), fresh or dried mushrooms (Beyond being
filled with harmful chemicals, imported mushrooms are also sprayed with preservatives to appear fresher. Food
inspectors have found many problems with mushrooms imported from China over the years.), Rice (Many rice
factories in China include a synthetic resin in their rice. Not only are you basically eating plastic, but the chemicals included in the resin are known to cause cancer. If you don’t want to eat plastic rice, try to find a brand that
isn’t made in China.), Shrimp (As with other seafood items from China, imported shrimp shouldn’t be at the
top of your grocery list. A few years ago, the Institute of Environmental and Human Health food lab at Texas
Tech University studied different bags of shrimp bought from different stores around the US. At the conclusion
of their study, they reported that every sample was contaminated with enrofloxacin, chloramphenicol, and carcinogen nitrofurazone. Each of these substances is available in antibiotics that are illegal in the US. Due to the
conditions in China, the shrimp are exposed to all of them. Consequentially, anyone who buys the shrimp then
ingests those substances. Tilapia (Tilapia may grace your table more often than cod, but this fish isn’t any safer
if it’s coming from China. Much like cod, tilapia sit in tiny tanks teeming with fish. The water in the tanks is full
of toxic chemicals and other damaging substances that you never want to put in your body. If your fish is imported from China, don’t buy it. Before they end up on your dinner plate, the fish have spent their lives soaking
up the chemicals around them. They’re perfectly primed to pass those chemicals to you, so shop with care if
you’re planning a seafood-themed dinner.), Canned Peaches - it’s not what’s inside the product that makes
these Chinese goods dangerous—it’s the can that they come in.), Canned Tuna (Much like canned peaches,
canned tuna from China is known to come with a significant amount of lead hidden in the metal of the can.
Believe it or not, that’s not the only reason you should avoid imported canned tuna. In addition to the dangers
of lead poisoning, canned tuna includes many of the harmful substances found in other fish exported from
China. The fish farms are filled with pollution and toxic chemicals, and the fish are largely fed on a diet of animal waste. Each of those substances then finds its way into your can, threatening your health each time you buy
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a new supply. Oil (While not all oil from China is tainted, the lack of security precautions and food safety laws
make it far too easy for Chinese manufacturers to sell disgusting products. Their actions with oil are especially
egregious. A while back, a massive food company in China decided to take used oil from restaurants, filter it,
repackage it, and sell it as new oil. If you’re buying oil from China, you might be purchasing recycled oil that
has been “cleaned,” rather than new oil. Since you don’t know where that oil has been, it’s better to be safe and
purchase oil not exported from China.), Soy Sauce (Unfortunately, soy sauce imported from China is known to
have 4-Methylimidazole, a cancer-causing chemical. While this chemical isn’t in every soy sauce bottle, it
plagues over 25% of all the soy sauce that comes out of China. If you want to keep your favorite condiment in
your kitchen without fear, don’t purchase a bottle that comes from China.) 3
3

Summary of excerpts from Medical-News.org.

FOOD AND CULINARY TRENDS IN BAY AREA
Ghost Kitchens – The Latest New Development in the Food Service Industry.

A revolution in the restaurant and commercial food service business has been underway during the last few
years but has accelerated tremendously with the arrival of the Covid-19 Virus. Isaac Yosef the owner of Frena
Bakery & Café, a Kosher eatery in San Francisco, was in Israel when the shelter-in-place was suddenly implemented. He immediately flew home to find an empty establishment. He knew he had to do something. Fast.
Downtown was dead,” Yosef recalls. “Half of our business was corporate catering and that was gone, too. We
quickiy
decided that if people can’t come to Frena, Frena will come to them.” During the pandemic, pop-ups and
other forms of geographic outreach are becoming an essential way for established San Francisco chefs to reach
customers outside the city. Some, like Frena, drive a van to corners across Northern California. Others, like
China Live’s George Chen, have opened ghost kitchens - commercial kitchens for delivery-only fare - from
Berkeley to Belmont, so loyal customers who used to drive into Chinatown for his dumplings can enjoy them in
the comfort of their homes. The tactic is not new. Before opening a brick & mortar establishment, Yosef and
his partners cooked their kosher dishes in a commercial kitchen and popped up in San Francisco and around
the South Bay. But this roadshow is different, with a rigorous weekly schedule - frenabakery.com/weekly-schedule - that clocks hundreds of miles. At night, they bake and prep everything from falafel mix to pizza babkas,
pack up each morning and head to Chabad centers and other gathering places, hitting three to four cities per
day. On Wednesdays they’re in San Mateo, Menlo Park and Palo Alto; Fridays in Oakland, Walnut Creek and
Pleasanton, often in little to no traffic. Yosef says the response has been amazing and that it currently accounts
for the bulk of their business. We now have customers that have never been to the Bakery! He says, “We are
lucky to have this supportive community and not have to rely on tourists and business professionals in San Francisco.”
Last week, they went to Morgan Hill, Santa Cruz and Monterey for the first time. On Fridays, Frena synchronizes its stops with the Richmond District’s Hummus Bodega and Walnut Creek-based Afugå Coffee so customers can have creamy, authentic hummus and lattes to go with Frena’s freshly baked pita and chocolate
babka. This little culinary pod, at first unexpected, is now a pandemic mainstay, tucked into the suburbs, of all
places.
Famed George Chen considered the food truck model as a way to curb lost revenue during the the pandemic.
But it wasn’t the right fit for China Live, a massive culinary destination for modern Chinese cuisine. “We
have five kitchens. You can’t put giant dumpling pans in a truck. And the heat required? It wasn’t feasible,” he
says. Chen ramped up retail with meal kits and condiments, but knowing that 70% of his clientele was driving
10-plus miles to reach China Live before the Pandemic, he found a more relevant and long-term solution in
Virtual Kitchen Co.’s Local Food Halls. The San Francisco-based company helps restaurants prepare local executions of their most popular menu items. Last month, Chen launched 10 satellite kitchens in neighborhoods
around the Bay Area, from San Jose’s Willow Glen to Sunnyale and Berkeley, offering China Live Signature
Dishes like the Shanghai-style Shen Jian Bao, for delivery via DoorDash and other delivery apps. He hopes to
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add kitchens in Oakland, Walnut Creek and Marin County next. This Geographical distribution model has
been very good for usll,” Chen says. They’ve added more than 30% to our to-go revenue in a very short time.
This is here to stay. If you don’t pivot you’re gonna die like a dinosaur.”
That’s why Brandon Rice of the Mission District’s forthcoming Ernest (www.ernestsf.com) is thinking ahead.
Rice, the former chef de cuisine at Rich Table, is weeks away from opening his highly anticipated first restaurant – for takeout only. To preview his globally driven cuisine to the San Francisco public, Rice has been offering Ernest at Home dinners, everything from porterhouse steaks to prawn and scallop dumplings. On the
Fourth of July, he offered a wildly popular barbecue menu, complete with baby back ribs, buckets of fried
chicken and New England-style lobster rolls. But, it wasn’t just in San Francisco. Rice drove out to Walnut
Creek, popping up near a park where his girlfriend’s sister lives. Naturally, news of a Michelin-cred chef
bringing his food to Larkey Park traveled quickly on Facebook. Rice sold out for the holiday and at the two
pop-ups that followed. He plans to return to Walnut Creek again, at least until he feels ready to open Ernest’s
patio for outdoor dining.

What does all this mean? Using ‘Ghost’ (remote) kitchens working to produce finished food for mul-

tiple restaurants and food retailers is a tremendous cost savings. The above are scenarios of how creative entrepreneurs are developing their business to become more efficient, lower the cost of securing and keeping
their customers and spreading their business footprint over a much wider area to more easily acquire incremental business they formerly could not reach. This likely means that we will see more casual dining establishments operating with minimal kitchen investment, faster changing menus and a further melding of various
types of restaurant operations, cuisines and serving formats. These are challenging and exciting culinary
times we now live in! These remote kitchens are not new. “Commissary Kitchens” were used in many chain
restaurant and institution food service for over 50+ years.3

3

Summarized from an article By Jessica Yadegaran, jyadegaran@bayareanewsgroup.com

October 2020 CONSUMER TIPS
Tips for a Better Take Out or Delivery Food Order Experience
Ordering food from a restaurant for takeout or delivery can be a less than good experience. Any number of
problems can mar the experience. Here are some ideas to minimize these problems.
Keep your order simple. The more complex the order - the higher the chance of the kitchen making
errors. If you call your order in, have the person taking your order read your whole order back to you for confirmation that they have taken it down correctly.
When ordering via a delivery service, be aware. The menus displayed by Uber Eats, DoorDash,
GrubHub, etc. carry the penalty of higher prices. The added charge is in addition to a delivery fee. All the
delivery services hike up the prices. It’s part of their business model, that’s where the bulk of their profits
come from. It’s food the restaurants wouldn’t have sold otherwise, so they’re expanding their base. The prices
are higher even for restaurants that aren’t partnered with any delivery app companies. This extra markup can be
15% to 35%. There are some cities/counties that are trying to enact legislation to limit this markup by establishing a cap for the markup. Restaurants are also charged a fee by the delivery app company. It can be so
high that the restaurant may even lose money on the orders they put up. The best way is to call the order in
by phone and pick it up yourself. That way you enjoy a lower cost and the restaurant makes a better profit.
Be aware that many Asian restaurants use more oil for take-out orders than for dine-in orders
for the same dishes. Why? Because in the take out business, time is money. The more oil they use, the faster
they can produce the finished items, the more orders they can jam through during peak business hours. And,
the customer won’t be on the property when they discover the pools of excess oil in the bottom of the individual food cartons. The customer won’t be there to complain about it.
Deep fried foods can easily lose their crispy exterior texture. Often, deep fried items – French
Fries, Fried Shrimp, Egg Rolls, Popcorn Chicken/Shrimp can quickly turn soft/mushy - hot food in an en-
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large ‘breathing’ holes in the standard containers to alleviate this ‘steaming’ effect. Ask the restaurant staff
how they ventilate the hot fried foods. If they have no way to vent the hot food, avoid fried food items. If
you have a hot air fryer at home, you could crisp things up using that kitchen appliance.
Always check your packaged order before you leave the restaurant. That way you might avoid
one of the most common disappointments – wrong or incomplete orders – when you get home.
Improve the Fit of Cloth and Surgical Masks for Best Virus Protection and Comfort.
Many masks come in adult and children’s sizes. Make sure that you choose the right size for your facial
size and structure. Choose masks that have a soft, bendable wire at the top that can be squeezed/bent to
better fit your nose.
If you wear eyeglasses, choose a fitted mask that will fully cover your nose and cheeks - stopping just short
of the bottom of your eyes. Remove or raise your eyeglasses when donning the mask and then put your
glasses on so that the nose piece rests on the mask at the nose point and that the eyeglass frame sits atop your
mask on both cheeks. This will help improve the seal at the top of the mask to your face to mitigate fogging
of your eyeglass lenses while breathing.
If you also use BTE (Behind The Ear) Hearing Aids, choose masks that have very thin elastic straps that
loop around your ears. A thick elastic strap will be more likely to knock your BTE devices off your ears when
removing the mask. This is risky as you might lose them or damage the devices if they fall to the ground.
Also, when removing the mask, be sure to lift the top elastic strap from one ear and lift it high enough to clear
the top of your ears while leaving your BTE units undisturbed. Remove the elastic loop completely from one
side before proceeding with the other side.
If your BTE devices constantly become dislodged or simply fall off with even slight movement, it is likely
that the wired piece that goes into your ear canal is not properly sized to fit your ear canal. In that case, go
back to your Hearing Aid Provider and have them change those inner ear pieces for a better, more snug fit.
There should be no charge for this service.
General Consumer Items
Non-Contact IR Forehead Thermometer: These thermometers are used by many businesses and institution to screen people for possible fevers before admitting them onto their premises. The advantage is
that there is no contact with your skin so there is no Covid contamination issue with the instrument. And,
the reading is obtained in just 2 – 3 seconds. And the temperature is easy to read on the color-coded, digital
display. The cost of these units ranges from $20 - $40 from online etailers. We recently got a $20 unit from
Amazon Prime and it works very well. Link was not working so removed.
Monitoring Local Air Quality: If you or anyone in your household has bronchial or other medical issues that are particularly sensitive to bad air pollution, you may want to consider installing AQ monitors in
and outside your home. These are relatively easy to install and use your home WiFi to send/receive the data
from the monitoring devices. These can be installed to show the AQ to your own household or it can be set
up to be shared with neighbors. The PurpleAir PA-I-Indoor sells for $199. The outdoor unit, PurpleAir PAII costs $249, online. There are other companies that make home consumer units, as well. TIP: When using
your Smartphone or computer to obtain the Air Quality Index in your local area, choose a website that indicates and allows you to choose the specific AQI Sensor nearest your home. I’ve been using
https://www.wunderground.com/. With good success. It allows me to choose from 14 different sensors in
the San Ramon area. The AQI can vary considerably from each sensor location.
Consider the use of a home Air Purifier. Due to the recent wildfires in California and Oregon that
have produced extreme air pollution in our local area, we recently acquired a new Winix 5500-2 Air Purifier with True HEPA, PlasmaWave and Odor Reducing Washable AOC Carbon Filter. The cost was $160
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Carbon Filter, made from activated carbon granules for removal of household odors. It is super quiet at 27.8
dB, compact and can be placed into service anywhere you have access to a standard AC outlet. It’s very easy to
move it from room to room in the house.
Internet Security: We receive Phishing and other scam emails almost daily. How can we tell the legitimate emails from the scam emails from the bad guys? Sometimes, it’s obvious that the sender address looks
suspicious and can be disposed of as Spam. If there is any doubt, simply copy a portion of the message or
request and do an online search. Here is a sample phrase from one of my emails pretending to be from Comcast: “The Classic version of Comcast Mail will be replaced by our new version. So it’s time to
verify, before you lose your email access.” I pasted this phrase into Google Search and confirmed my
suspicion that it was, indeed, a phishing attempt. The scammer is simply trying to obtain my password and
other account data.
During This Pandemic How Much Should You Tip? 1 Consider this - 20% is the new starting point
– from takeout to actually eating out. The vast majority of restaurant staff still depends on tips to earn something close to a living wage, an issue that’s become even more urgent as more restaurants close for good or severely cut down on staff hours to survive. In an ideal world, everyone would get paid enough to live, and we
wouldn’t have to worry about tips, but that’s outside the scope of this guide. Furthermore, as of now, only a
tiny handful of Bay Area restaurants, notably Zazie in San Francisco, have eliminated tipping entirely and
managed to stick with it. So what should you tip?
FOR TAKEOUT AND DELIVERY: Start at 20% in all cases. Though traditionally, getting takeout used to
merit paying a smaller tip (if anything), takeout is sometimes the only thing a restaurant is able to offer right
now. Pay as if you were dining in.
Curbside pickup, where you can wait in your car while a staff member delivers your takeout order to keep you
from having to enter the building, is an additional courtesy provided by the restaurant, so tip in those cases as
well.
Some places use a digital interface with three options for gratuity percentages; for example, you might be
prompted to choose between 15%, 18% or 20% when you pay your bill on a Square tablet. Each business can
set its own range, but you should feel free to ask the cashier to input another number if the percentage you actually want to give isn’t displayed.
On the third-party apps like Postmates and DoorDash, you’ll be given a multiple choice option for your tip. Be
advised that the third-party delivery apps have faced criticism in the past for essentially commandeering tips
and having them go to the companies rather than directly to drivers. Feel free to tip in (sanitized) cash, or ask
your driver if you can send them money through an online payment app like Venmo or Cash. When ordering
online or through an app, look for an option on the menu that says “buy the kitchen a drink,” or something
similar. Those are usually a roundabout way of ensuring that the restaurant staff actually gets a tip, since delivery tips go only to the couriers. For example, Rich Table allows patrons to “order” a $5 tip for restaurant
staff on Caviar. Make sure you add that to your cart. Another thing to keep in mind for ordering online is that
every interface is different, and you may end up accidentally finishing the transaction without tipping at all if
you miss the prompt. Double-check before for you pay.
FOR DINING AT AN OUTDOOR RESTAURANT: In cases where you have to order at the counter and
fetch your own food, tip a minimum of 20%. If you’re able to sit and be served by a person in protective gear,
go higher. Tip at least 30%. Be aware that, due to the requirements of social distancing, servers can’t interact
as intimately with tables as they did before. Read that behavior in good faith and don’t penalize “aloof ” service
with a lower tip. Many restaurants have opted to add 18% to 23% service charges on their final bills. You don’t
have to tip on top of that, though you’re entitled to do so if you wish. No hard feelings if you don’t.
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Consumer TipsOTHER CASES: At bars, you can’t currently order any drinks without ordering food in California, so tip on
the whole bill as you would in a restaurant.
At coffee shops, throw in $1 per drink. Treat this as a starting point if this pandemic has instilled anything in
the populace, it’s a greater appreciation for the people who make food happen. In fact, tips are generally up in
the Bay Area. Square, a company that provides point-of-sale systems to many local food businesses, found that
average tips at full-service restaurants increased slightly to 18.9% in April of this year. Quick-service restaurants, the kinds of spots where you traditionally order at a counter, saw greater increases between those same
periods: 16.8% in 2019 to 20.7% this year. That doesn’t account for transactions on third-party delivery apps
like Door Dash or Postmates, which have become more popular as even fine-dining restaurants offer takeout
and delivery.
If 20% is your baseline for tipping on a normal restaurant dinner in pre-pandemic times, perhaps that baseline
should be higher now that worker’s job descriptions have changed so drastically. At Fish, in Sausalito, staff
members have been tasked with sanitizing public areas of the restaurant on top of their regular cleaning protocols, and the menu has been streamlined to make work easier for masked cooks working in the hot kitchen. And
Palette Tea House, a popular dim sum restaurant at Fisherman’s Wharf and in the Hillsdale Shopping Center,
San Mateo, has staff clean tables and chairs three times after each party leaves.
1

Source: San Francisco Chronicle, 09/06,2020 Page L6

Kitchen Tips
Better Browning: The scientific term for the browning of meats, fowl and other proteins is called the
Maillard Process. The Maillard reaction is heavily influenced by the pH balance (alkaline or acetic) of the product. Adding a base like baking soda will considerably heighten the surface pH. This will make the Maillard reaction happen much sooner. A light dusting right before it hits the heat is all it would take. The appearance of
the finished food item will be more pleasing and the flavor will be much improved.
Tenderizing Meats and Fowl Before Grilling: Briefly soaking meat in a solution of baking soda and
water raises the pH on the meat’s surface, making it more difficult for the proteins to bond excessively, which
keeps the meat tender and moist when it’s cooked. Typically, a 15- to 20-minute treatment is all that it takes.
Dissolve baking soda in water (for every 12 ounces of meat, use 1 teaspoon of baking soda and ½ cup of water).
Soak the meat in the solution for at least 15 minutes. Remove, rinse and pat the treated meat or fowl dry with
paper towels or clean towels to prevent any steaming effect of the protein surfaces. Adding a light dusting of
baking soda per above can also be done before grilling on a hot grill or frying pan.
Add Baking Soda to Ground Beef or lamb: Adding a baking soda solution with the meat (about ¾
teaspoon baking soda to 2 tablespoons water for 2lbs of grind) and letting it sit for 15 to 20 minutes before cooking, the beef/lamb loses less liquid, browns faster and tastes better.
Removing Coffee Stains From Cups: All you need is baking soda and water! Sprinkle a little baking
soda into the stained coffee cup. Add just enough water to make a paste. Scrub the cup with a dishwashing
sponge.
Corn Cobs:
It’s now the tail end of the corn season for this year. But, if you get any more corn this year, don’t throw the
cob away after you have eaten the corn off the cob or stripped of kernels it for use in cooking. The cob is useful
for flavoring of broths/soups/soups. After that, allow the cobs to dry and they can be used for smoking foods in
place of wood chips in your outdoor grill Save this tip for use next year!
Fire Extinguishers in the Kitchen:
Every kitchen should be equipped with at least one portable, multi-purpose fire extinguisher. They should be
placed/mounted in plain view or within easy reach for immediate access in an emergency. Check them an-
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Consumer Tipsnually to make sure they are still holding pressure. They should also be multiple-purpose rated to handle various types of fire in the home. A:B:C fire extinguishers can be used for those three types of fires. Other
multi-purpose fire extinguishers may have a combination of these classes, such as A-B or B-C.
Class A extinguishers are rated for fires that involve ordinary household items such as wood, cloth, paper,
rubber and plastics. The numerical rating on class A extinguishers represents the capacity in terms of an
equivalent volume of water. Class 1-A extinguishers have the equivalent of 1.25 gallons of water and a 4-A has
the equivalent of 5 gallons.
Class B extinguishers are rated for fires involving flammable liquids such as kitchen grease, gasoline, oil,
solvents and oil-based paint. Class B extinguishers are numerically rated on the number of square feet of fire
they can put out. A 10-B extinguisher can cover 10 square feet of fire.
Class C extinguishers are rated for fires involving energized electrical equipment, such as wiring, circuit
breakers, machinery, electronics and appliances. This class does not have a numerical rating.
Asian, High Heat/Toss Fry (aka stir fry) cooking is possible using a wok or cast iron Dutch oven gas,
electric or Convection stove tops. Typical residential stoves do not have enough heat output for the effective
high heat/toss-fry technique. Very high heat allows faster cooking time but the individual ingredients retain
most of their normal texture, color and nutritional value as well as flavor. The work around for this is to augment the stove burner’s heat output using a butane kitchen torch – larger than the small ones used for crème
brulee or other small jobs.
Place your pan/wok on the highest setting, add oil and toss the ingredients while pointing the butane torch at
the food and the bottom of the vessel. Adjust the flame for a hot, strong, blue flame. This high heat cooking
technique will produce dishes that taste really fresh, retaining their original texture, color and flavor – all hallmarks of classic Chinese cooking.
Protect the Nonstick Coating on Your Cookware: It may sound harmless - even counterintuitive but using a nonstick cooking spray, such as Pam or Smart Balance, can damage your pan’s nonstick finish.
Sprays leave a film that adheres to the nonstick coating and with use, turns into a hard resin-like surface and
cannot be removed with just soap and water. Over time, that buildup of propellant reduces a pan’s performance,
and food may start to stick to it. Instead, try a light seasoning of butter or olive oil - which is what we use during our nonstick food - release tests, says Cindy Fisher, CR’s lead cookware tester. Then we fry eggs and evaluate how easily they slide off. A pan that gets an Excellent score in this test allows eggs to slide off without any
assistance and without any bits of egg left behind. 2
2

Source: Consumer Reports, November 2020 issue.
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